Self-managed **cultural activities** by students for the year 2024 approved by the Permanent Student Commission on December 20, 2023.

To find out when they will take place and how to participate, please refer to the [PoliTamTam](#) newsletter.

**AIM - Associazione degli Ingegneri Matematici**
- AIM Karting Fun Activity
- AIM Basketball Cup Sports Activity

**analogpolimi - Gruppo Studentesco**
- AnalogPolimi Cultural Activity

**ASM (Associazione Studenti Musulmani)**
- Canoeing, SUP, Dragon Boat Sports Activity
- Cultural Activity Ramadaniamo 5th Edition
- Cultural Activity Arabic Calligraphy Course

**Automation Engineering Association (AEA)**
- Cultural Activity Construction of Automated Quadrupedal Robot

**Azione Universitaria**
- Cultural Activity Pensions: Which Way Out?

**Biomedical Engineering Association**
- BEAch Volley Tournament Sports Activity
- Irish Dance Recreational Activity
- Battle of the Bands Cultural Activity

**Entrepreneurship Club Polimi**
- Cultural Activity University Startup Challenge

**Erasmus Student Network - ESN Politecnico Milano**
- Cultural Activity How To Cook
- Sports Activity Cycling Excursion
- Sports Activity Beach Volleyball Tournament
INDIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
- Cultural Activity DIWALI
- Sports Activity CRICKET TOURNAMENT
- Cultural Activity EID

JEMP - Junior Enterprise Milano Politecnico
- Cultural Activity Engineering Event March 2024

La Terna Sinistrosa
- Cultural Activity Theatrical Review
- Sports Activity Poligames 2024
- Cultural Activity Sanremo 2024 Finale
- Cultural Activity Lantern 57
- Cultural Activity Lantern 58
- Cultural Activity This Is Not A Pink Week
- Cultural Activity Crochet Course
- Cultural Activity Dump Architecture Workshop

Let's Polit
- Cultural Activity The Prom

Lista Aperta per il Diritto allo Studio
- Cultural Activity Freshman Festival
- Cultural Activity Freshmen Welcome 2024
- Cultural Activity Polipo
- Cultural Activity Architecture Pretest
- Cultural Activity Design Pretest
- Recreational Activity Paragliding
- Recreational Activity Go Kart

Milan Engineering Student Association
- Cultural Activity Planetarium Show

NINE
- Cultural Activity Quantinuum comes to Polimi

PAC Mantova
- Cultural Activity Gatera, a chaotic collection of ideas and proposals
Poliedro
- Cultural Activity PolimiPride
- Cultural Activity PoliDrag 2nd Edition
- Cultural Activity Tie-Dye
- Cultural Activity Treasure Hunt
- Cultural Activity Cine Edro
- Cultural Activity Book Club
- Cultural Activity Gay Design Challenges

Polifonia
- Cultural Activity Choral Direction
- Cultural Activity Orchestral Direction
- Cultural Activity Music Workshop
- Cultural Activity Musical Events and Concerts
- Technical Instrumentation

Polihero
- Cultural Activity Southern Feminism with Malafemmina
- Cultural Activity Lotto Marzo
- Cultural Activity Ultimate Guide for Alpha Males with Mica Macho

POLI.RADIO
- Technical Equipment SIAE, SCF, Soundreef Licenses, Dedicated Server, and Domains
- Technical Equipment Technical Gear for Obsolescence Replacement
- Technical Equipment Equipment for Live Video Streaming
- Cultural Activity Poli.radio Spring Party
- Cultural Activity Not AM Not FM
- Technical Equipment Components required for the replacement of the "editorial" computer

Politecnico Open unix Labs
- Technical Equipment
- Cultural Activity Security and Privacy Conference
- Cultural Activity Git Course

SIT Polimi
- Recruitment Activity Step into SIT
Studenti Indipendenti

- Cultural Activity Freshmen Welcome
- Sports Activity Sports Day
- Sports Activity Ice Skating
- Sports Activity Table Tennis Tournament
- Cultural Activity Campus Treasure Hunt
- Cultural Activity Peer-to-Peer Courses
- Cultural Activity Meeting with the Atom’s Lawyer

Svoltastudenti

- Cultural Activity A Tu x Tu with Polimi Associations
- Sports Activity Rock Climbing
- Sports Activity Surfing at Idroscalo
- Sports Activity Rafting on the Sesia River
- Sports Activity Lecco Beach Party
- Sports Activity Wake Surfing
- Cultural Activity Urban Art

Teatro delle Biglie

- Cultural Activity Reactors
- Cultural Activity Pluffete
- Cultural Activity Awakenings
- Cultural Activity Echoes
- Cultural Activity Mercury
- Cultural Activity Splash
- Recruitment Activity Meetings, Association Promotion Activities

Tavolo delle Associazioni

- Cultural Activity Associazionight - The Associations’ Party
- Cultural Activity La Balera delle Associazioni - The Associations’ Ballroom
Self-managed cultural trips by students for the year 2024 approved by the Permanent Student Commission on December 20, 2023.

Automation Engineering Association (AEA)
- Visit to SPS Italia Fair, the Automation and Digital Trade Fair for Industry
- Company Visit to the Italian Institute of Technology
- Company Visit to Kilometro Rosso
- Company Visit Mechatronics Workshop
- Visit to MECSPE Fair, the International Fair for Manufacturing Industry

Biomedical Engineering Association
- Company Visit to Permedica
- Company Visit to TEDx Modena
- Company Visit to Medacta

Erasmus Student Network - ESN Politecnico Milano
- Sports and Cultural Trip to Trentino
- Cultural Trip to Puglia
- Visit to the Institute for the Blind "Dialogue in the Dark" Experience

La Terna Sinistrorsa
- Exhibition Venice Biennale 2024
- Educational/Cultural Trip VajonTour
- Sports Activity Bike Ride along the Martesana Canal
- Cultural and Educational Visit Trip to CERN, Geneva, Lausanne
- Cultural and Naturalistic Visit Trip to Sirmione and Valeggio sul Mincio

Lista Aperta per il Diritto allo Studio
- Cultural Trip to Berlin
- Sports Activity LA SnowDay 2024
- Cultural Trip to Paris
- Sports Trip Sesia Rafting
- Cultural Trip to Munich
- Visit to the Ferrari Museums
- Visit to the ADI Museum (Golden Compass Museum)
- Exhibition Visit to the Triennale di Milano

Nuclearini
- Visit to Nuclear Facilities: Exploring Nuclear Energy in France

Starting Finance Club Polimi
- Company Visit Trip to Rome - Visit to the Bank of Italy
Studenti BAE
• Cultural Trip to Berlin, Munich, Nuremberg

Studenti del Corso di Ingegneria Edile – Architettura
• Sports Activity Skiday EDA&Friends 2024
• Cultural Trip EDA Spring Break Turin

Studenti Indipendenti
• Cultural Trip to Paris
• Cultural Trip to Prague
• Cultural Trip Rome between culture and garbage
• Cultural Trip Trekking with overnight stay in a mountain hut
• Cultural/Natural Trip Bernina Red Train 2024
• Sports Trip Skidays
• Exhibition Visit to the 2024 Art Biennale
• Cultural Visit Milan by Tram 2024

Svoltastudenti
• Sports Activity Svolta Break VI
• Cultural Trip Christmas in Monaco-Salzburg
• Cultural Trip Voyage to Marseille and Lyon
• Sports Trip Skiday in Champorcher
• Cultural Visit Genoa
• Visit to the Institute for the Blind "Dialogue in the Dark" Experience

Teatro delle Biglie
• Educational Trip: Another Story - Retreat on Theatrical Storytelling

Informazioni generali:
eventistudenti@polimi.it